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Let X(r) be the ergodic Gauss-Markov process with mean zero and covariance function e-‘r’. 
Let D(t) be +l,O or -1 according as X(r) is positive, zero or negative. We determine the 
non-linear estimator of X((t) based solely on D(f), -T s t c 0, that has minimal mean-squared 
error e’(tt, T). We present formulae for e’(tl, T) and compare it numerically for a range of 
values of tr and T with the best linear estimator of X(rr) based on the same data. 
Optimal estimation optimal prediction 
stochastic inference Gauss-Markov process 
1. Introduction 
Let X(t) be a separable version of the continuous parameter ergodic Gaussian 
process specified by 
E X(t) = 0, p(~)~EX(r)X(t+?)=e-IT’. (I) 
It is well known that this process is Markovian, and we shall make frequent use 
of this property. We are concerned here with estimation of X(ti) based on observa- 
tion of the related process 
1 
I, X(r)>07 
D(t)- 0, X(t)=O, (2) 
-1, X(r)<0 
throughout the interval 
I={tj-TstsO}, ?-20. (3) 
We treat both the case rl ~1 and tl &I. We refer to o(t) as the Signum of X(r). For 
any estimate k(r,) of X(r,), we adopt the mean-squared error 
E~=E[X(~~)-J?(~~)]~ (4) 
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as a measure of the merit of the estimate. We seek estimates of small mean-squared 
error. 
It is well known that no estimate of X(ti) based solely on observation of D(t) 
for t E I can have smaller mean-squared error than 
R(tl),,,~E[X(tl)ID(t), t ~11. (5) 
In this paper we exhibit explicit expressions for J?(fl)opt and also 
2 
&opt = E[X(t,) -&&,I*. (6) 
7?(tl),,t is a nonlinear functional of the observed Signum of X(f). For comparison 
we also derive the best linear estimator of X(ti), i.e., one of form 
(7) 
having smallest mean-squared error, and we present some numerical data that 
contrast the performance of these two estimators. 
2. Some probabilities associated with X(t) 
In this section we derive in a simple manner the probabilities of a number of 
events associated with the excursions of X(t) away from the value zero. These 
quantities will be of use to us in determining X(fi&. Some of the quantities have 
been derived elsewhere (see [l] and [2]), but by more complicated methods. 
Let pxcr,,,xctz, ,..., xtl,)(xl, x2, . . . ,x,) denote the joint density of X(ti), 
X02), * * f , X(t,). We shall establish that 
= [pxco,. X(T) (XI, ~2) -~xco,,xm (~1, -x2)1 dxl dx2. 
(8) 
From this we shall derive the following: 
X(t) = 0 for some t such that T c t =s T + dT] 
e-Tx e-xz/2h(T) 
= 
nh (T)3’2 
dxdT, x20 (9) 
(IO) 
where 
h (T) E 1 - e-123’; 
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X = - e-x2/2h(=) dx, x > 0. 
h(T) 
To establish (8) we consider the collection C of all sample functions X(t) that 
satisfy O<xI~X(0)~xI+dxl and 0<x2sX(T)cx2+dx2. We have 
P[C] =PX(O),XCT)kl, ~2) dxl dxz. (12) 
Now divide C into two disjoint sets: Cr, the sample functions that are positive for 
all t such that 0 G t s T, and C2, the sample functions that are zero for some t such 
that 0 <t < T, We have 
P[C]=P[C,]+P[C~]=Q(T,X~,X~)~~I~~~+P[C~]. 
We shall soon show that 
(13) 
P[C2] = P[Cj] = px(o,, X(T) (XI, --x2) dxl dxz (14) 
where C, is the collection of sample functions X(t) satisfying 0~x1 GX(O)G 
xl +dxr, -x2-dxz~X(T)~-x2<0. Eq.. (8) will then follow from (12), (13) and 
(14). 
To see that (14) is true, recall that (almost surely) each member X(t), say, of C, 
must have a first zero in (0, T), i.e., a smallest number to, 0 <f. < T, such that 
X(t,) = 0. From this X(f) E C3 form a new function 
X(t), Ost~to, 
tos t c T. 
Now X(t) E C2. Furthermore for every X(t) E C2 we can in an analogous manner 
form a sample function contained in C, by reflecting X(f) in the f-axis after its first 
zero in (0, T). Because the process X(t) is symmetric about its mean value zero, 
and because it is Markovian, it follows that P[C2] = P[CJ. 
To establish (9), we note that 
m 
dx, 
I 
dx2 Q(T x1, x2).= 
0 
I 
co 
=dxr R(T’,xl)dT’, xl>O. 
T 
Thus 
R(T,x)=--&j 
m 
dxz Q(T, x, xd 
0 
dx2[pxco,. X(T) (x, ~2) -PXCO,, X(T) k -x2)1 
dx2 Pxco,. X(T) b, x2) - dx2 PXCO,, X(T) k x2) 1 (15) 
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where we have used (8). 
the covariance matrix 
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Now ~x(o),x~T) (x1, x2) is a Gaussian density formed from 
A = i*:* “i2> 
where A r2 = e-IT’. It is well known (see for example [6, p. 4811) that ap/ahi2= 
a2p/ax1 ax;?. On writing d/dT = (dAi2/dT)(d/dhr2), (15) becomes 
PXCO). X(T) (h x2) 
a2 - dxz - ax ax2 Pxm X(T) (x3 x2) 1 
=e 
whence (9) follows. 
Since the process X(r) is invariant under a time reversal, (9) also has the 
interpretation 
R(T,x)dx dT=P[O<x<X(T)<x+dx,X(r)>OforO<t~T, 
X(t) = 0 for some r such that -dT G f G 01. (16) 
Thus 
dT dxR(T,x)=P[X(t)>OforO<t~T, 
X(t) = 0 for some t such that -dT < t s 0] 
e-ITi dT 
I 
* 
= IT/z(T)~'~ 
dxx e -x*/2h(T) _ e 
-ITI dT 
o - IT~(T)~‘~’ (17) 
Dividing (9) by (17) we find the conditional density function 
-xZ/Zh(T) 
’ “O’ 
as reported in (11). The conditional probability density displayed there is thus seen 
to be defined by 
P[O<x~X(T)~x+dx(X(t)>OforO<t-CTandX(O)=O]~ 
=~~P[O<x~X(T)~x+dx,X(t)>OforO<tCT, + 
X(t) = 0 for some -A s t s 0] 
x (P[X(t) > 0 for 0 < r G T, X(t) = 0 for some -A c t c O])-‘. (18) 
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A few more probabilities will also be needed in later sections. We note first that 
dx2 O(r, x1, ~2) 
dx2 Pxco),XcT)(Xl, X2) 
dx2 Pxco,, X(T) (XI, -X2) 
= [a + (1/21r) arcsin e -T]-[i-(1/27r) arcsineeT] 
-T 
=(l/r)arcsine . (1% 
The two integrals evaluated here can be found in Appendix A as (A6) and the 
variant discussed above (Al 1). 
Because of the stationarity of X(t), (19) can also be written as 
P[X(r) >O, rI c t s r2] = (~/IT) arcsin e-“2-‘I’. (20) 
Now let 
Int(ti, f2) dti df2 = P[X(r) > 0 for f1 =S t s f2, 
X(t)=Oforsome tl-ddtr St <tl, 
X(r) = 0 for some r2 < r G t2 +dtJ. 
From (20) we have 
1 
_ arcsin e-“2-‘I’ = 
Tr 
dr; Int(f;, t;), 
so that by differentiation we find 
Int(tl f2) = 1 e-“Z-“’ 
IT h(t2-r1)3’2* 
3. k’(t& for I1 ezz 
(21) 
(22) 
We return now to compute Ji?(r,),,, as given by (5). We treat first the case tla 0. 
The case t1 G -T will follow at once by the invariance of X(t) under time reversal. 
As concerns the observed data D(r), r E Z, two cases are evident: Case (i) D(t) 
is constant for -T G r s 0; Cuse (ii) D(r) is not constant for -T s r s 0. We first 
consider Case (i). 
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From (16) and the stationarity of X(t) it follows that 
PIO<xo~X(0)~xo+dxo,X(t)>Ofort~Z, 
X(t)=Oforsome-dT-Tst<--T]= 
=R(T,x,,)dx,,dT. 
From the Markovian nature of X(t), we have that 
co 
dx, dT 
I 
dxo R (T, XO)PX(~~IIXVJI (XI 1x0) = 
0 
=P[xl~X(rl)~xI+dxl,D(t)=lfortEZ, 
X(t)=Oforsome-dT-Tst<-T] 
where 
(23) 
exp 
PxU2~lx~1*r(x2Ix*) = 
( 
-(x2 -x1 e+2-‘~‘)2 
2h (r2 - rr) 1 
d2nh(rz-rl) 
(24) 
is the conditional density of X(r,) given that X(r,) =x1. From (23) we have that 
co 
J J 
cc 
=dx, dT’ dxo RiT’, xo)px~i,,~xco,(~~ 1x0). 
T 0 
Finally, on using (19) we see that the conditional density of X(r,) given that D(r) = 1 
for rEZ is 
co 
J J 
00 
Pxctm(Xd = arcsi; e-T dT’ dxo R(T’, xo)~xtr,,~xco,(xx(xo) 
T 0 
so that 
EIX(rI) /D(r) = 1 for r E I] = 
Z= 
= -7 [;dT’~omdxoj_; 
arcsin e 
dxx xlR(T’, XO~(~~)IX,O)(X~ 1x0)
00 m -T’ 
7r e x0e 
-x:,/Zh(T’) 
= 
I 5 arcsin eVT r 
dT’ dxo nh ( T’)3’2 
x0 e-‘I 
0 
J 
a3 
IT 
= 
arcsin eWT 
dT’ e 
-T’ -1, 
e ‘h(T’)3’2,/~= 
,/G e-(T+r,) 
(25) 
r nh ( Tr)3’2 ’ arcsin epT ’ 
By symmetry 
J& e-(T+r,) 
EIX(rI) /D(t) = -1 for r E Z] = - arcsin e-T . (26) 
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Suppose now that D(0) = 1 and that D(r) is not constant for t E I. Then there is 
a largest number to, -T s to< 0, such that D(to> = 0. By observing D(t) for t E I 
one then knows that X(t,) = 0. By the Markov property events before to need not 
be considered in calculating E[X(ti) lD(t)t ET] for this case. For the conditional 
density, pxct,)lCi,)+ (xi), of X(r,) given D(t,J = 0, D(r) = 1 for to < t =s 0 we have from 
(11) 
I 
co 
PXCr*)lCii)+(X1) = dx S(ro, x)~xcrl~xco,(xi Ix), 
0 
where we have used the stationarity of X(t) and the Markov property. Thus 
E[X(t,) lD(ta) = 0, D(t) = 1, to < t zz 01 = 
=(P_dx,x, 10* dxS(fo,x)pxcl,,.xco,(xlIx) 
cc 
= dx e-“xS(t,, x) = - x2 e-x2/2h(,") dx 
= J$ e-” Jm. 
Similarly 
E[X(t,) jD(ro) = O,D(t) = -1, to< t =s 0] = -d%e-‘lJh(to). 
We summarize: If tl 3 0, 
I 
ff, 
X(fi)opt = -cy1 
PGO), 
-P (to), 
(27) 
As for the optimum mean-squared error, we have 
& :,, =E[X(t,)-E[X(tr)lD(t), f E:~]I~=EX(~~)~-EE(E[X(~~)~D(?), r~111~ 
= 1 -E X(t&. 
= 1 - 2a2P[D(t) = 1 for all t E I] 
0 
-2 
I 
dto p 2(to)P[D (t) = 1 for f. < t c 0, D(t) = 0 
-T 
for some t such that -dto - to 6 t s to] 
1 I 
0 
=l-2CY2 -T 
e-l’“l 
- arcsin e - 2 dto @2(to) B 
T -7 n Jh (to) 
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by (19) and (17). Using (27), we find 
2 sopf=l-+e--2r1 ~~-arcsine-T-e-TJl-e-2’+ 
[ 
2 ewZT 
1 arcsin eeT ’ (28) 
We note the limiting values 
25 
2 1-(2/m) e- , T = 0, 
&opt = 1--$7ree-2r1+O(e-T), T-m. 
(29) 
For ti = 0 these values are respectively 0.36338 and 0.21460. Thus the mean- 
squared error of X(O),,, based on observing the sign of X(t) for all t C 0 is 59% 
of the mean-squared error obtained on observing just the sign of X(0). The value 
0.2146 is approached exponentially fast, so a small amount of past sign data gives 
considerable aid in estimating X(0) accurately. 
4. R(t,),,, for fl E I 
Now let ti E I and define 
IL={fI-Brtri}, IR’{f~f,~f~O}. (30) 
If D(ti) = 0, then X(t,) = 0 and, of course, X(tr) = 0. Suppose now that D(ti) = 1. 
Four cases present themselves: Case (i) D(t) constant for t ~1; Case (ii) D(?) 
constant for t E IL, but not constant for t E IR; Case (iii) D(t) constant for t E In, 
but not constant for t EI~; Case (iv) D(t) not constant for f EIL and D(t) not 
constant for t E ZR. We shall treat them separately, but first we evaluate an integral 
that will be useful to us. 
Suppose to < tl < t2 and define 
u = t1- to, u =t*-11. (31) 
Then from (8) and the Markov nature of X(t), 
W(u,u,xl)dxl~P[O<xl~X(tl)~x~+dx~,X(r)>Oforto~t~t2] 
m 
J J 
Co 
=dxi dxo dxz Q(u,xo,xd Q(u,xl, ~2) (32) 
0 0 Pxcr,,(Xd * 
Thus 
J 
00 
Y(u, u) = dx, x~W(u, u,xd 
= [=ixc, Jomdx, Jam dxz xr[poi(xo, xi)-poi(xo, -x1)‘J 
=JowdxoJo*dxr Jo* dx2 XI[PO,~(XO, XI, x2)--~012(~0, -XI, -x2) 
-po12(xo, Xl, -x2) +Po12(xo, -x1, x2)1 (33) 
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on substituting expression (8) for Q and where we have wrltten p01 for PX(~~),~(~,), 
etc. The integrals in (33) can now be evaluated using (A4) of Appendix A and the 
rule discussed in connection with (Al 1). Otie finds 
Y(U, U) =&(AIz, h13, A23)-B2(-A12, -A139 A231 
-B2(A12, -AU, -A23)+&(-Al27 A133 -Al3L 
--u 
A12=e , 
--u 
A23=e , 
Al3 = e-(“+u) 
in the notation of Appendix A. Eq. (A4) and some algebra yield the result 
Y(i(,U)=~\/~[e-YarcsinJL$$$+e-uarcsinJL$J$$]. (34) 
We now return to the four alternatives for D(t), -T c t s 0. Eq. (19) gives the 
probability that D(t) = 1 for all t E I so that for Case (i) we have 
E[R(tl)lD(t) = 1 for -T s t s 0] = 
lTY(G, tr) 
arcsin e 
-T (35) 
where 
t, = -t1, le = T+tl 
are nonnegative quantities giving the distance from tl to the right and left ends of 
the observation interval I. 
To treat Case (ii), let f2 be the smallest number greater than tl such that D(t2) = 0. 
By hypothesis, t2 < 0. Then, using (9) for R, 
PIO<xlSX(tl)~xl+dxl,D(t)=lfor-TGt<t2, 
D(t)=Oforsomer2~t~1~+dT]= 
J 
cc 
= dxl dT &ro Q(f& x0, Xl) 
R(r2-t1, xl) 
0 PXh)hl) 
= -dxl dTd 
00 
I J 
m 
Q02-t1,~1,~2) 
dtz o 
dxo dxz Q(te,xo,xd 
0 PXh)(Xl) 
= -dxl dT-$ W(t,, f2--f1, xl) 
2 
where we have used the first equality of (15) to express R in terms of Q. The 
probability that D(t) has its first zero in I between t2 and f2 + dT is, by (17), 
e-(T+Cf2) dT/(& (T + t2)1’2). On dividing (36) by that quantity, we obtain the condi- 
tional density for X(t,) knowing D(t) = 1 for -T c t < f2 and D(t2) = 0. Thus 
E[X(tl)lD(t) = 1 for-T =S t <t2,D(f~)=O]= 
dh(T+tz) d 
=- e-(T+r,) 
dfz0 J * dxl XI W(t,, tz- tl, xl) 
T dh (tp + tr,) d =- e-(r,+r,O) dt Y(t& Li) 
ro 
(37) 
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by definition (33) of Y. Here t,, = tZ-tl is the positive distance from tl to the first 
zero of D(t) to the right. Since, from (34), 
1 2 _ --& Y(u,u)=- - J[ e ” J h(u) arcsin l-___ h(u +u)+ e-(“+“‘Jh(u)h (v) 77 n 1 h(u+u) ’
(38) 
X(tI),,t is now specified for Case (ii). By time reversal, the formula for X(tr),,, for 
Case (iii) is obtained from these results by replacing te by r, and by replacing r,, by 
re,. Here rpo = rl -rZ where r2 is the largest number less than rl for which D(tz) = 0. 
Case (iv) follows in a similar way. <We have 
PIO<xI~X(rl)~xl+dxl,D(r)=lforrl-r~,~r~rI+r,,, 
D(r)=Oforsomerl-re,,-dTp~r~rl-re, 
and also for some rl + r,, c r =s rl + r,, + dT,] = 
=dxldTedT,R(rp,,xl) 
R (r,,, x1) 
PXU,)(Xl) 
=dx, dT, dT, 
From (21) we see that the conditional density for X(tr) given D(tr -k,) = 
D(rl + rr,) = 0 and D(r) = 1 for r1 - reo =c r < rl + rro is given by 
nh (rp,, + Q3” 
e-(“o+‘ro) dx1 
a2 
- W(t,, ho, XI). 
are, ah, 
Thus 
EIX(rl)lD(r)= 1 forrl-rtp,~r~rl+r,,,~(rl-rt,,)=~(rl+rr,)=Ol= 
rh (rpo + Q3” a2 
= 
e-(‘r”+‘r”) at Y(b,, hJ 
42 IO 
where we have used definition (33). From (38) one finds 
-(“+“‘dh (u)h(u) 
&-p4u)=(2/d”‘2e h(U+u)2 
so that k(rl)opt is now specified for this case as well. 
We summarize these results for the case r1 E I: Let 
rr = distance from rl to the right endpoint of I, 
rp = distance from rl to the left endpoint of I, 
r,, = distance from r1 to the first zero of D(r) to the right of rl, 
It,, = distance from r, to the first zero of D(r) to the left of rl. 
(39) 
(40) 
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Then 
Here 
(41) 
J 2 a(L4,rJ)= - 1 7r arcsin e _CU+Uj [e-” arcsin S(U, v) +e-” arcsin s(2), u)], 
s(z.4, V)‘Jl--h(U)/h(U +?I), 
(42) 
/?(u, v)= J 2Jh(u+v) _ e-(U+“)Jh (u)h (0) - 7r e _(u+vj [ e ” arcsins(v, u)+ 1 h(u+LI) ’
For the optimum mean-squared error we find 
2 
&opt = 1 -EYt(t,):,, 
= 1 - 2ff (tp, r,)P[D(t) = 1 for all r E I] 
I 
‘, 
-2 dtrop2(tp, t,,)P[D(t) = 1 for tl-ftp if <tl+f,, 
0 
and D(t) = 0 for some t 
such that tl+t,,~t~tl+t,,+dt,,] 
I 
‘P 
-2 dr&2(t,, &)P[D(t) = 1 for tl - te,< t c tl + t, 
0 
and D(r) = 0 for some t such that 
tl-r~~-ddtp,~t~t~-t~o] 
‘, 
I I 
‘6 
-2 dt,, dt[,, y2(tp,, t,,)P[D(t) = 1 for f1 -ftp,< t <tl t-t,, 
0 0 
and D(t) = 0 for some t such that 
tl-ttpo-dtpoctctl-teo 
and D(t) = 0 for some f such that 
tl+t,,~t~tl+t,,+dt,,] 
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= 1 - 2a (tp, t,)’ 1 arcsin e-“P+‘r’ - 2 ” /3 ‘(tp, t,,) e-(“+““) dt,, 
?T I 0 r Jh (k + tr,) 
-2 ‘t P2k, k,) J e 
-&+fg”) 
0 7~ Jh (tr + te,,) 
dk, 
‘r ‘c 
-2 dt,, J J dr, &o, r,,) 
e-(‘,o+‘ro) 
0 0 nh (tp, + t,J3’* 
(43) 
by (20), (17) and (22). 
5. Numerical results 
The last term in (43) can be expressed in terms of elementary functions. We find 
for its value 
$,r-a Ji7i-Q Jl+ab::_U2;~2) 
a2 
- arcsin a - arcsin b + arcsin ab 1 
where a = em” and b = e-I*. While we have not been able to express the single 
integrals in (43) in elementary terms, they are easily evaluated numerically. Fig. 1 
shows the results of evaluating (28) and (43) for various values of T and tl. Here 
we have placed the origin at the center of the observation interval so that the 
curves shown can be extended to negative values of rl by reflection in the &‘-axis. 
It is seen that, as r1 approaches the end of the observation interval from without, 
E* decreases rapidly. The mean-squared estimation error continues to decrease as 
the point at which X(r) is to be estimated approaches the center of the observation 
interval, but it is soon very nearly equal to its minimum value which is attained at 
the center of the observation interval. This minimum itself is nearly independent 
of the duration of the observation interval for T > 1.5. It has the limiting value 
1-8/3n = 0.1512 which is the mean-squared estimation error at the ‘center’ of 
an observation interval of infinite duration. 
The solid curves on Fig. 2 show how the optimal mean-squared estimation error 
at the edge and at the center of the observation interval depends on the duration 
T of that interval. For T > 1, optimal estimation of X(t) at the edge of the 
observation interval is about 40% larger than the mean-squared error of the 
estimate of X(t) at the center of the interval. For T ~0.1, however, X(r) can be 
estimated at the center and the edge of the observation interval with about the 
same accuracy. 
The dashed curves on Fig. 2 show analogous results for the optimal linear 
estimator. It is easy to show that the weighting function f(t) of (7) that provides a 
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0.11 I I I I I I 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
‘1 
Fig. 1. The mean-squared error e2 for the optimal estimator of X(t) at a point distant tl from the 
center of the observation interval of D(t) of duration T. 
.4 
.3 
hl 
\v .2 
.I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
T 
Fig. 2. Mean-squared error at the observation interval edge and center for the optimal estimator and 
for the optimal linear estimator. 
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linear estimator with least mean-squared error satisfies the integral equation 
E[D(t)D(t’)]f(t’) dr’ = EX(t,)D(t), -T =s tc 0. 
For the case at hand this becomes 
-“-“‘)f(t’) dt’ = e-tr-‘l’, -T c r < 0. (44) 
The mean-squared error for this best linear estimator is then given by 
e-tr-r,l dr. (45) 
We have discussed in [3] how a class of integral equations containing (44) as a 
special case can be solved numerically. We have applied that technique to (44) and 
have thereafter evaluated (45) to obtain the dashed curves of Fig. 2. Morrison [4] 
has treated (44) and (45) in detail when T = co by Wiener-Hopf techniques. Our 
results for large T agree with his. For large T it is seen that the mean-squared 
error for the best linear estimator is about 52% larger than the error for the best 
non-linear estimator. 
Appendix A. Some Gaussian integrals 
Let 
be the n-dimensional density for Gaussian variates having mean zero, unit variance 
and non-singular symmetric covariance matrix 
1 
I. 
A12 Al3 *** Al” 
(A,)= Az’ 1 A23 ’ * * ‘*n . 
i 
The following integrals are needed in this paper: 
A(A~~,A~~,A~3)~~~mdXi~omdx~~o~d~~~~(x~.xZ.~~) 
642) 
=&T+ arcsin A 12 + arcsin A 13 + arcsin A23]; (A3) 
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(A4) 
where 
m 
Ci(hl2r A133 h23)s dxl Irn 1 
00 
dxz dx3 X?P&I, x2, ~3) 
1 
=A(A12, h13, h23)+G 
2hjjhik -Ashjk -htkhjk 
Jl -A$ 
+hik JI-Ayk+Aija 3 (A3 
where i,i, k is some permutation of 1, 2, 3; 
A(A,J = dxr 
I 02 
0 
5 m 
0 
dx2 P2(xlr x2) = a+& arcsin A,,; 
Bj(hr2)lladxr 0 /mdx2xipZ(xr,x2)=y. 0 7T i=l,2; 
,. 
=A2(,i12)+A12J~, i= 1, 2. 
W) 
(A7) 
648) 
The last three equations immediately follow from (A3)-(A5) by choosing h 13 = A23 = 
0. The third Gaussian variate is then independent of the first two and one has 
A = $A, Bi = $B, Ci = $ci, i = 1, 2, since the probability that the third variate be 
positive is 5. 
Eqs. (A3) and (A6) appear in many places (see, for example, [5] or [6, Eqs. (6) 
and (711). 
Eq. (A4) can be derived as follows: 
3 
1 Aii1Bj(h12,A*3,A23)~~i=- 
j=l 
jo*dxl jomh Iff d-x3 $ P~(XI, x2, x3), , 
i = 1,2,3, (A9) 
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as can be seen by differentiating p3 given by (Al). The Ai’ on the left-hand side 
of (A9) are elements of the inverse of (A3) of (A2). We have, for example, 
By suitable change of variables of integration the double integral here can be 
evaluated by using (A6). Permuting indices gives expressions for L2 and L3. From 
(A9), Bi(Ar2, hr3, A23) = 1: AijLi and the result of the computation is (A4). 
To obtain (A5), we observe that 
with A given explicitly by the right-hand side of (A3). The differentiation indicated 
in (AlO) can be carried out using the formulae 
and 
Straight-forward algebra yields (A5). 
Integrals differing from (A3)-(A8) by change of sign of an argument of p3 or p2 
can readily be obtained from (A3)-(A8) by appropriate change of sign of the A’s. 
The rule is simple: Aij is to be replaced by -Aij if either Xi or Xj is negated in p, but 
not both. Thus, for example, 
jomdx, Jo*dx2Jom dxjp3(xr, -x2, x3) = A(-A12, A139 -h13), 
(All) 
jam dxl Jam dx2 Joa dx3 p(x1, -x2, -x3) =A(-h12, -h13, A23h 
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